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Employing the Best

H

ard Working. Dedicated. Honest. Intelligent. Generous.
These are just a
few of the character traits that
describe our Geneva Rock employees. Why does employing
people with these characteristics
matter? Well, it matters more
than most things in business.
The people behind the scene,
those working behind the
machines, in the labs, behind
the paperwork, those giving
their stamp of quality, and those
working extra hours to ensure
the integrity of our materials
and services, are the critical element of delivering quality products and dependable service.
At Geneva Rock, our people
make the difference.
It may sound cliché, but it’s
true. It’s probably the most obvious element of business that I’ve
seen come to fruition time and
time again in my 34-year career
with this company.
Any business can enter the
industry and provide similar

products and services, but a
constant neccessity for success,
longevity and quality, is the ability to hire and retain high-caliber employees who make the
workforce something more than
a workforce. At Geneva Rock,
these people are a team.
In particular, I’m impressed by
three specific attributes of our
team – skill, partnership, and a
commitment to the community.
SKILLED INDIVIDUALS
Our people are exceptional at
their work. The thank-you notes,
emails and positive feedback
we receive from customers and
project partners is evidence of
their high caliber. These messages typically praise our employees
for their advanced level of skill,
insight and prerogative to go
above and beyond to lend their
expertise to aid the success of
our customers’ projects.
EQUAL PARTNERS
The array of roles and responsibilities on our team is

expansive and varied. There are
hundreds of people all working
together in their unique areas
that make the totality of our
business tick. While many of our
outward facing employees, like
salesmen, drivers, operators, and
executives have the opportunity
of being the touch point for our
customers, I have always been
impressed that company successes are celebrated as a team.
Each member of our organization plays a vital and essentially
equal role in the ultimate performance of our organization.
I want to personally thank all
those behind-the-scenes employees for their commitment
and dedication to our organization. Their work does not go
unappreciated.
COMMUNITY BUILDERS
The heart of our team is truly
one of the most impressive aspects of this organization. Time
and time again I’m impressed
with the giving nature and readiness to serve that is displayed

by our employees.
Be it community service
projects, donating their own
time and skills to help with a
construction-related volunteer
opportunity, or simply helping
out their co-workers on their
own home projects, our people
are amazing.
LASTING LEGACY
The 63-year legacy of Geneva
Rock is built upon the combined
years of service of thousands
of retired employees and 1,200
current employees. In my time
here, I’m proud to have worked
alongside several of these
exceptional men and women
who’ve taught me to be a better
team member and a better
leader. Their examples make me
work harder to continue Geneva
Rock’s great legacy of success.
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Experienced, 
Dedicated People

+

Modern Equipment
and Resources

=

LAYTON 801-771-7990
5300 SOUTH 801-281-7900
POINT OF THE MOUNTAIN 801-281-7950
OREM 801-765-7800
LOGAN 435-713-0700
PAYSON 801-465-6925
PARK CITY 435-649-3033
TOOELE 435-833-9116
HELPER 435-472-3466

Superior Value and Results
GENEVA ROCK PRODUCTS, INC.
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDS
In October, Utah Business recognized Geneva
Rock as a recipient of the Green Business
Award. This program honors the best green
practices and efforts in Utah, recognizing companies, communities and individuals who are
making strides in environmental sustainability.
Geneva Rock was awarded for the company’s investment in an environmentally friendly
vehicle and equipment fleet, as well as for
exceptional use of technology to eliminate dust
and produce energy using a state-of-the-art
conveyor system at their Point of The Mountain
operation.
Geneva Rock is also one of the state’s top
recyclers in terms of tons of material recycled.

GENEVA ROCK AWARDED FOR
OUTSTANDING SAFETY RECORD
Geneva Rock’s Hansen Pit was recently
awarded with a Certificate of Achievement
in Safety by the U.S.
Department of Labor
Mine Safety and
Health Administration
for 95,556 employee
hours worked without
a lost workday injury
last year.

CARL CLYDE CELEBRATES
35 YEARS AT GENEVA ROCK

GENEVA ROCK RECOGNIZES
EXCELLENCE WITH T.O.P. AWARDS

In August, Vice
President of Sand &
Gravel Carl Clyde was
recognized for 35 years
of service at Geneva
Rock Products. Carl
began his career with
the company in 1982
as an engineering aide.
He is the grandson of
company founder, W.W.
Clyde.

Each quarter, top contributors are recognized
with Geneva Rock’s Totally Outstanding Professional Award. The company’s most recent award
winners are:
Concrete
Evan Cope
Lee Guest
Gravel & Asphalt
Soothie Hohrein

Construction
Shane Robertson
Dexter Tan
Chris Christiansen
Derek Baxter

Administration
Katie Bell

A N N O U N C E M E N TS

NEW ONLINE SAND & GRAVEL CATALOG AVAILABLE

GENEVA ROCK IS PRODUCING UTAH’S BEST PAVE. PERIOD.

Geneva Rock’s Sand & Gravel catalog is now digital! The new web-based
tool allows contractors and customers to quickly identify which rock product
offers the best solution for their project. The catalog can also be used to instantly identify which products are available at the Geneva Rock pits nearest
them. All this and more from a phone or tablet.
Check it out at products.genevarock.com.

Geneva Rock offers award-winning asphalt surface treatment for the
ultimate pavement lifespan. With the help of the first Roadtec Spray Paver
in Utah, Geneva Rock is producing Bonded Wearing Course (BWC) surface
treatments on its asphalt pavement projects. BWC is an industry-leading technology that delivers a durable, open-graded, drainable surface with a lifespan
of 10+ years.
For the state’s best pave, contact the only company in Utah with the equipment and experience to do it right.

GENEVA ROCK PRODUCTS, INC.
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F E AT U R E D P R O J EC T: Z I O N S B A N K R E A L A CA D E M Y

SETTING THE

FOUNDATION
Geneva Rock Products strengthens a winner at Utah’s Zions Bank Real Academy
BY GORDON BRADY, SENIOR CONCRETE SALES REPRESENTATIVE

S

ince Real Salt Lake began playing
in 2005, it has been one of the most
competitive and respected organizations in Major League Soccer. It has
built relationships with clubs around the world
and even hosted an exhibition game this summer against Manchester United (losing 2-1).
The club’s place in Utah culture is growing all
the time.
Now, Geneva Rock is helping Real Salt Lake’s
presence in the Salt Lake Valley grow even
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more — literally.
Geneva Rock supplied all of the site concrete,
structural concrete and a sizable amount of
the aggregates for the new, $60 million, 132acre Zions Bank Real Academy in Herriman.
The facility has 10 soccer fields, including the
future home field of the club’s USL affiliate Real
Monarchs as well as academy teams.
The facility also includes a charter school
housing 300 STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) students, with 77,000

square feet of classroom space.
An impressive 208,000-square-foot indoor
practice facility includes two more artificial
turf fields and was built using footings poured
with Geneva Rock concrete.
Wasatch Commercial Builders, led by Scott
Overman, is the general contractor on the
project and hired Geneva’s sister company —
Sunroc — to complete the site work, including
utilities and grading.
“We’ve had a long-standing relationship with
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF FOOTING
Geneva Rock has long been known to supply concrete for strong footings that are the
basis of solid construction. However, the sand
supplied by Geneva is also used to ensure the
quality footing of professional soccer players
from around the world.
“We make a sand that meets USGA specifications for turf,” says Rick Newton, aggregate
salesman for Geneva Rock. “We supplied it
for the turf mixture at Rio Tinto Stadium and
we were asked to do it again for the fields in
Herriman.”
While the specifications can get technical, in
general terms, the sand is mixed with organic
material — usually peat moss — into a strong
turf base that allows for the best playing surface possible while also assisting in moisture
control.
“Being involved in this project — and with
RSL again — says a lot about us as a company,” Rick says. “Our competition has good sand,
too, but we have a great relationship with them
and they know we will deliver and we will deliver on time. The price is right and we always
have it available.”

QUICK FACTS

ZIONS BANK
REAl ACADEMY
OWNER:
Real Salt Lake
START DATE:
May 2016
COMPLETION DATE:
February 2018
ESTIMATED COST:
$71 million

Wasatch Commercial Builders,” says Ernie
Thornton, project manager for Sunroc. “Not
just us at Sunroc, but other Clyde Companies,
including Geneva Rock and Sunroc Building
Materials.”
Besides being a landmark facility in the
world of soccer, the Zions Bank Real Academy is a feather in the cap of any construction
professional who worked on it. Geneva Rock
has been involved with well-known projects
around the valley — including Rio Tinto Sa-

GENEVA ROCK PRODUCTS, INC.

tadium in Sandy (the home of Real Salt Lake)
— but each is unique and brings satisfaction to
workers at all levels.
“There’s something special about working
on a unique project like this one,” Ernie says.
“When you get the chance to work on a project
that you may not replicate for the rest of your
career, that’s exciting.”
The facility opened for students this fall and
both RSL and the Monarchs are expected to
relocate full-time in February 2018.

Gordon Brady is a
senior concrete sales
representative with
Geneva Rock and has
been with the company since 1985. He
is based in Geneva
Rock’s Salt Lake City
location.

Gordon Brady
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PA RT N E R I N G

CLEARING THE PATH
Open communication with Horrocks Engineers helps
Geneva Rock find a smooth ride on SR-37 in northern Utah
BY GREG BENNETT

A

t the beginning of
every Utah Department of Transportation
(UDOT) construction job, a
third-party organization brings
in the owner representative
and the contractor for mandatory team-building exercises.
The meeting also includes the
chance for both sides to communicate their goals, concerns
and priorities.
Sometimes the parties involved look at the meeting as
little more than a mandatory
box to check before the work
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can really begin.
For others, the meeting is a
great jumping off point, building the foundation of trust,
communication and support
between two parties that will be
working closely by each other
to make sure a project is done
— and done right.
The second scenario was what
happened when Geneva Rock’s
north area team began work
on the reconstruction and expansion of SR-37 from Ogden,
Utah, to West Haven, Utah.
“You have these partnerships

and sometimes people don’t
use them like they could to
build trust and relationships,”
says Mike Westbroek, north
area construction manager for
Geneva Rock. “Fortunately,
for me on my side of things,
we were working with people
who wanted to come together
and do what we could to have a
good relationship.”
Those partners interested
in having a great relationship
were led specifically by Deryl
Mayhew, resident engineer
for UDOT on the project

and a principal engineer with
Horrocks Engineers in Pleasant
Grove, Utah.
“The meeting is four or five
hours long and covers all of the
potential concerns we see from
our respective sides of the project,” Deryl says. “The exercises
help us break down barriers
that keep us from being upfront
with each other. Both sides have
their agendas. This is a chance
to work through those, have
open communication, and then
begin working on what we need
to do to get the job done and
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PA RT N E R I N G

BY THE
NUMBERS

SR-37
the job done right.”
The meeting allowed Mike
and Deryl to set mutually
agreed upon goals and then
begin work toward achieving
those goals. The goals would be
evaluated and adjusted weekly.
“Now, Mike knows what is
important to me and vice versa,” Deryl says.
The SR-37 expansion —
scheduled to be concluded in
November 2017 — is a complicated project that includes
full demolition of the existing
segments and widening from
a two-lane road to a five-lane
road with improved safety
considerations for cyclists and
pedestrians, including curb and
gutter construction. Geneva
Rock also improved utilities,
including water flow in the
Weber Basin Water Conservancy District.
“This isn’t just about making
the road wider,” Deryl says.
“This is a safety improvement
project as well. There is more
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room for bikers and better
options for pedestrians.”
The expansion is part of
UDOT’s efforts to stay ahead
of growth on the west side of
northern Utah, specifically in
west Davis County.
Anytime crews dig areas that
have been used for years, unexpected challenges arise — and
it was the case with this project,
too. For example, connecting
water lines weren’t in the expected condition.
“We had some loops we had
to do on some water lines,”
Mike says. “We got in there,
and there were misses and
conflicts that were making it so
we were unable to build them
as designed.”
Mike quickly communicated
with Deryl and leaders from
all affected parties — including
city leaders, water users and
construction crews — who then
worked together to solve the
problem without major delays
to the project.

“One of the biggest things
those on the owner’s side can
do to help a contractor is to be
efficient on the review process
side of things,” Deryl says. “One
of my commitments for the
project is that I’m not taking the
full amount of time allotted just
because I can. We are thorough,
but work as quickly as we can to
get the answer to the contractor.”
The partnership between
Horrocks and Geneva extended
beyond the project managers.
The on-site field engineer from
Horrocks, Scott Olson, and
Geneva Rock’s superintendent
Casey Harris, worked side-byside daily, keeping the project
working smoothly and understanding everyone’s perspective.
“I could talk about this project
all day long and the good things
about it,” Deryl says. “We work
together to make sure we’re
being judicious in our resources
and getting the best work done
possible. That’s what makes a
great partnership.”

5100 WEST TO SR-108
• 15,000 linear feet of storm
drain
• 74,000 cubic yards of
excavation
• 40,000 cubic yards of
granular borrow

START DATE:
October 2016

COMPLETION DATE:
November 2017

PROJECT COST:
$15.8 million

Mike Westbroek
North Area Construction Manager
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A LOOK INSIDE

Geneva Rock

By the numbers
SUSTAINABILITY

8,000
Equivalent number of cars taken
off the road each year, thanks
to Geneva Rock’s investment in
natural gas concrete mixers

1.7

127

Gallons of water per year that are
re-used thanks to Geneva Rock’s
zero-waste facility

Number of homes that can
be powered by the amount of
clean energy produced by the
company’s Point of the Mountain
Conveyor System

BILLION

1

MILLION

On average, the number of tons
of asphalt, concrete and aggregate materials that are recycled
by Geneva Rock each year

WORKFORCE

1,200
The number of amazing
employees who work for
Geneva Rock across the
Wasatch Front

33%

36

The percentage of employees who have been with
the company for more 15
years

The current number of
female Geneva Rock truck
drivers

21
Average number of years
our retiring employees
have spent working at
Geneva Rock

COMMUNITY BUILDING

2,000 100+
The number of driveways
Geneva Rock pours each year
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Miles of trails paved in the
last 3 years

300,000
Cubic yards of commercial concrete foundations
poured last year

5,000
Tons of sand provided for
golf courses, parks and
other projects each year
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